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Order Today And Get Instant Access To The

Foreclosure Secrets Package [$31,973.00 VALUE]

1
YOUR INFO

Fill Out The Form

Cardholder Name...

Email Address... (For your Account)

Proceed to checkout

2
GET ACCESS

Click To Complete

!

We securely process payments with 256-bit security encryption
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YES! GIVE ME FORECLOSURE SECRETSYES! GIVE ME FORECLOSURE SECRETS

THE 6 CORE MODULESTHE 6 CORE MODULES
Foreclosure Secrets [$9,997 Value]
Learn how to turn tax foreclosure nightmares into a wonderful dream for yourself and others by utilizing a hidden government

system that allows EVERYTHING paid into a home's mortgage to be paid back out to its previous owners. Learn how to properly

navigate this federal system and get every single penny paid back into the pockets of those who deserve it... not the

government's! Many previous home owners have paid oH a large percentage of their homes, yet lost it due to troubling times -

completely unaware that they may be entitled to compensation and retribution of all those funds! Earn more - do less.

Unlimited Foreclosure Leads Secrets [$4,997 Value]
Worried about the ability to Lnd enough people? Not even sure where to start looking for these home owners who have went

through a tax foreclosure? There are government databases that are accessible (after approval) that give you a "treasure trove" of

leads for free! Once you have this information in hand, you can call the local county clerk and discover how much money is owed

to each individual and determine what your percentage will be before doing another minute of work!

Best States Ranked in Order of Profitability [$997 Value]
Tired of wondering where to even begin in the process? Don't want to search all 47 states that oHer tax overages to their citizens

and determining which ones will deliver you the best payouts? Well wonder no more! In fact, some states that have high tax

overages are NOT always the best ones to begin with... why? Because some states have a very "speciLc attitude" and not every

community is easy to work with - that's why we are giving you our personal list of the best states (and people) to work with.

Quick-Close Call Scripts [$2,997 Value]
Do not make a single call until you have our proven script that walks you and the previous home owner through the entire

process. Our rule is, "if a toddler can understand it, so will everyone else" and that's what these scripts are all about - simple

explanations for people in trouble. Close more deals in less time with a proven formula to walk anyone step-by-step through

what could be called "a complicated process".

The Finder’s Fee Legal Paperwork [$3,497 Value]
You do not need a lawyer to write up a Lnder's fee contract, which is often custom made for each transaction and can become

awfully expensive - awfully quick! Get our template document and Lll in the blanks, it's that easy. You'll never worry if you're

going to get paid because this contract secures your rights well ahead of someone getting their payment from the federal

government. Even better, it allows anyone to freeze a bank account with legal rights to seize any money owed.

Unclaimed Property Law Secrets [$1,997 Value]
No more worry about what overages are soon to expire, we have a select map that allows anyone to see what the unclaimed

property laws are and understand when a claim needs to be submitted. We've personally seen students who had $20,000

checks ready to ship, only to Lnd out that the listings they had been working on had already expired. No more troubles with

wondering what to do - by pursuing the best states and getting the correct time frames to collect.

                                     BONUS #1                                    

Done-For-You Professional Website [$2,497 Value]
Whenever someone asks if you are a professional with a website, you don't have to hesitate on that answer because it is a

resounding "YES" with our done-for-you website. Simply follow the video instructions and within 30 minutes you'll have your own

personal website that you can show oH to your leads to prove your professionalism. The only costs are ~$50 a year for the

domain and hosting your website - that's less than printing a business card!

    BONUS #2                                     

Lifetime Access to Private Members-Only Community [$997 Value]
We understand that building a business is an ongoing process that’s why all the members get access to an exclusive members-

only community where our Foreclosure Secrets Experts are available 24/7 to answer any questions you may have as you are

going through this process.

                                     BONUS #3                                    

Close 800% More with Our Auto-Dialer [$997 Value]
Tired of making calls and just hearing ringing all day long? That should be an issue of the past with a FREE auto-dialer allowing

you to connect with 800% more leads every single day. When you realize the power of this dialer, you'll never go back to the old

manual way of punching each number in by hand. Even better, this dialer allows "quick connect" so a person on the other side

doesn't hear silence, but is met with an immediate "hello" as if a auto-dialer were never even used!

    BONUS #4                                     

Virtual Assistant Outsource Secrets [$3,997 Value]
This is a giant "next step" in your business... which means you are going to wonder - what if I want other people to do this work

(since it's so easy)? And the answer is simple - learn how you are already able to outsource this work from DAY 1. Just because a

task is time-consuming, doesn't mean you have to do it! Outsource calling, mailing, even researching the amounts each lead will

receive - all you need to do is be there to make sure they sign the contract and put your name on the "dotted line" for payment.
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*100% safe & secure, 256-bit encryption
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